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www.littlerobotics.c
o.uk I've only ever
really used it as a
DSM to plan my

flight and prevent
us getting a BIP.

But I think I'll give it
a go with this new
FM and see how it
goes. Thanks to all
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who have replied to
this thread. You've
been a great help!

A: In addition to the
answer of jonkola,

it is also possible to
work with the ADS-
B Forward model
(I,R). In addition,
the ProSim AI-34
ADS-B Forward

Model and Data for
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FS2004/FSX/P3D/X-
Plane/C-Plane are
offered. Contact

ProSim AI-34 (CS4/F
S/FSX/P3D/C-Plane)
for a demo video of
the cockpit with the

AI-34 model and
other pilot data. For
more information
about ProSim AIR

and its cockpit
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data, please
contact me. It will

be your task to find
the right model for

the aircraft. The
AI-34 model is the
most accurate one,

but it is not very
easy to tune. The
software is also

very restrictive with
the amount of data.
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ProSim provides as
standard all

available ACARS
traffic and VOR
approach data.

More information
can be found on

the web. All
(routable) airports
are provided. You
may like the AI-34
model because of
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its easy to use/fit to
the aircraft. But if
you want a more
precise model for
the aircraft, you

need to add further
data. Screenshot
for AI-34. ProSim

provides Route-and-
Waypoint database

for all major
airports (for
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FSX/P3D). For all
other models,

about 3-4 hours of
time will be

necessary to add a
route. The

company offers a
special mapping

service to airlines
for those who are

not able to find the
right data, but this
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is for subscription
service. Please note

that you cannot
create one airport
on your own with
any model that is
not "routable", ie.

you cannot add the
data of your airport

to the software
(this will be done

by ProSim, but they
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won't be able to
help you). If you

don't want to
subscribe to the
mapping service,
you can buy this
airport data from

some other
provider. You can
check the airports
via landnav.com. If
you want to work
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